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Sabine Oecking was born in Munich in 1965. Her father already painted, her

mother is a goldsmith.

She developed her talent for drawing and design from an early age, but then

decided on a completely different profession: the IT industry worldwide became

her field of affirmation. At the height of her career, the successful business woman

left again and has been painting since 2013. Since 2011 Sabine Oecking has been

studying at the Bad Reichenhall Art Academy with Jo Bokowski, Gerhard Almbauer

and Christian Awe, lecturers at renowned art academies in Germany and abroad. In

2015/2016 she attended the master class of Professor Adam Jankowski.

She herself says of her art: “My motto in life“ live wild and dangerous ”is also

expressed in my pictures. I love to play with shapes and colors. I am curious and

experiment a lot. " I have been working on happiness for a number of years. For

this I have developed a contemporary form of expression (Adam and Eve in the

Garden of Paradise are no longer up-to-date as symbols of happiness, and the

shepherd scenes a few 100 years later also not).



1.  Hello Dear SABINE OECKING. Congrats

for being selected interview artists by The

Bold Modern. Your work explores the dynamic

frontier between abstraction and colors,. 

 Which are your inspirations to create your

works?

2.  You have own authentic style to create your

artworks with shadows. You have been using

spray paint with indian ink and acyclic. How did

you engage your style and when?

My biggest inspiration are my dreams. I am

dreaming that I am painting in my studio and

once I get up I go into my studio and try to do

what I was dreaming (which very often does not

work). When I came to see the first photos from

the space telescope Hubble send to earth I

thought some of them look like my paintings and

some days later they were on my dreams…

My favorite is spray paint, sometimes I use it

together with ink and acrylics. I was looking

for a contemporary way to paint luck,

happiness and life. I wanted to create an

abstract way with bright colors to express

what I felt. When I came to know spray paint

nearly ten years ago I immediately knew I

found the right medium. It is vibrant, brilliant,

strong and simply great to handle.

3.  You said: ''If I put a smile on the face of the

viewer - even if only for a brief moment -

then I have achieved my goal.'' What do you

use for raising positivity by your art?

It’s all about color. For my first works I was using

the colors of a rainbow, because everyone feels

so gifted seeing a rainbow somewhere. 



4.  You are already represented by many

galleries from all over: Spain, Hong Kong, UK,

Germany. How do you find the galleries for

representing you?

5.  What is your message for beginners to

help? What is your message to global art

lovers through your art?

Later I developed color checks to find out how

colors interact, first of all with myself and once

I am happy with, other people.

I was lucky that the galeries saw work from me

on Facebook or Instagram and contacted me.

To all beginners I would like to say never give

up, be different, dare to live your dreams.

And as everyone is self-responsible for his/her

own luck, happiness and life my

recommendation is: take care to be

surrounded by things which make you happy

or give you positive vibes. There are enough

negative things out there….




